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Mapping between canonical push-pull net-
work and chemotaxis network
The canonical model for the cytosolic signal transduc-
tion pathway in the E. coli chemotaxis system is given
by Eqns. 1-3 of the main text. The system is very similar
to the canonical push-pull network, given by the follow-
ing chemical reactions:

Ea + X
k1


k2

EaX
k3→ Ea + X∗ (1)

Ed + X∗ k4


k5

EdX∗ k6→ Ed + X (2)

In steady state, a direct mapping is possible between both
networks. This can be seen by comparing the chemical
rate equations and the total concentrations for the two
systems:

Chemotaxis network vs. Canonical push− pull network

d[Y]
dt

= k2[ApY] + k6[YpZ]− k1[Ap][Y] ⇔ d[X]
dt

= k2[EaX] + k6[EdX∗]− k1[Ea][X] (3)

d[Yp]
dt

= k5[YpZ] + k3[ApY]− k4[Z][Yp] ⇔ d[X∗]
dt

= k5[EdX∗] + k3[EaX]− k4[Ed][X∗] (4)

d[YpZ]
dt

= k4[Z][Yp]− (k5 + k6)[YpZ] ⇔ d[EdX∗]
dt

= k4[Ed][X∗]− (k5 + k6)[EdX∗] (5)

d[Z]
dt

= −d[YpZ]
dt

⇔ d[Ed]
dt

= −d[EdX∗]
dt

(6)

d[ApY]
dt

= k1[Ap][Y]− (k2 + k3)[ApY] ⇔ d[EaX]
dt

= k1[Ea][X]− (k2 + k3)[EaX] (7)

d[Ap]
dt

= −d[ApY]
dt

− d[A]
dt

⇔ d[Ea]
dt

= −d[EaX]
dt

(8)

d[A]
dt

= k3[ApY]− βk0[A] (9)

[Y]T = [Y] + [Yp] + [YpZ] + [ApY] ⇔ [X]T = [X] + [X∗] + [EaX] + [EdX∗] (10)
[Z]T = [Z] + [YpZ] ⇔ [Ed]T = [Ed] + [EdX∗] (11)

[Ap]T = [Ap] + [ApY] = [A]T − [A] ⇔ [Ea]T = [Ea] + [EaX] (12)

As dA
dt in Eqn. 8 equals zero in steady state, it follows

that the steady state of the chemotaxis model with total
concentrations [Y]T, [Z]T and [Ap]T is identical to the
steady state of a push-pull network with total concentra-
tions [X]T, [Ed]T and [Ea]T, respectively. The remain-
ing concentration of unphosphorylated A is then [A] =
[A]T − [Ap]T (Eqn. 12) and βk0 equals k3[ApY][A]−1

(Eqn. 9). This mapping also holds for non-uniform net-
works with any spatial arrangement of the enzymes, e.g.,
with the activating enzyme localized at one end of the

cell and the deactivating enzyme freely diffusive.

The canonical chemotaxis model is thus simply a push-
pull network of which the concentration of activating en-
zyme [Ea]T is tuned via the parameter βk0 while the
concentration of deactivating enzyme [Ed]T is kept con-
stant. The steady state of a push-pull network with
given substrate and enzyme concentrations is fully deter-
mined by the ratio of the catalytic activities k3/k6 and
the Michaelis-Menten constants KM,a ≡ (k2+k3)/k1 and
KM,d ≡ (k5 + k6)/k4, as can be verified from the above
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FIG. 1: Mapping of a symmetric network with a topology
of that of the canonical E. coli chemotaxis network (Equa-
tions 1-3 of main text) onto a symmetric canonical push-pull
network (Equations 1-2), for networks that are in the zero-
order regime. k1 = k4 = 36 µM−1s−1; k3 = k6 = 10 s−1

(KM = 0.28 µM); ST = [Y]T = 16.7 µM; [Ed]T = [Z]T =
1 µM; [A]T = 5µM. In panel C: the black line is given by
the right-hand side of Eq. 14, i.e. k1[Ap]([Ap]T)[Y]([Ap]T);
the red lines are given by the left-hand side of Eq. 14, i.e.
βk0([A]T− [Ap]T); the different red lines correspond to differ-
ent values of βk0 : βk0 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 s−1. The intersection
of the black and red curves yields [Ap]T as a function of βk0.
When [Ap]T is determined, the state of the system is fully
determined.

system of equations. Therefore, the steady state of the
chemotaxis model is fully determined by the same com-
bination of parameters, together with βk0. In particular,
we can, without loss of generality, set k2 and k5 equal to
zero—they only affect the response via their effect on the
Michaelis-Menten constants.

It turns out that this mapping between a canonical
push-pull network and a network with a topology of that
of the chemotaxis system, is particularly useful for un-
derstanding the response of [Yp] and [YpZ] and hence
the FRET signal to changes in the activity of the recep-
tor cluster βk0. This is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 for
a spatially uniform network in the zero-order and linear
regime, respectively; as discussed in [3], this also corre-
sponds to a push-pull network in which the enzymes are
colocalized at one end of the cell. In steady state, the
chemotaxis network obeys the following relation:

βk0[A] = k1[Ap][Y], (13)

where we have assumed that k2 = 0. The idea is now that
[Ap] and [Y] are fully determined by the total concentra-
tion of phosphorylated CheA, [Ap]T ≡ [Ap] + [ApY], as
in a canonical push-pull network: [Ap] ≡ [Ap]([Ap]T)
and [Y] ≡ [Y]([Ap]T). The functions [Y]([Ap]T) and
[Ap]([Ap]T) can be obtained analytically [4], and they are
shown in Figs. 1-2A and 1-2B, respectively. The concen-
tration of [Ap]T, in turn, is controlled by the value of
βk0. To obtain [Ap]T as a function of βk0, we rewrite
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FIG. 2: Mapping of a symmetric network with a topology of
that of the canonical E. coli chemotaxis network (Equations 1-
3 of main text) onto a symmetric canonical push-pull network
(Equations 1-2), for networks that are in the linear regime.
The different red lines correspond to different values of βk0 :
βk0 = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 s−1. k1 = k4 = 3.6 µM−1s−1; k3 =
k6 = 100 s−1 (KM = 28 µM); ST = [Y]T = 16.7 µM; [Ed]T =
[Z]T = 1 µM; [A]T = 5µM.

the above equation as

βk0 ([A]T − [Ap]T) = k1[Ap]([Ap]T)[Y]([Ap]T), (14)

where [A]T ≡ [A] + [Ap]T is the total concentration
of CheA. This equation can now be solved for [Ap]T
as a function of βk0. The behavior of the solution
can be understood by plotting the left-hand side and
the right-hand side of the above equation separately,
as is illustrated in Figures 1C and 2C for networks
in the zero-order and linear regime, respectively; the
intersection yields the value of [Ap]T. The panels D in
these figures show [A] = [A]T − [Ap]T as a function of
βk0. Since all the other concentrations [Y], [Yp], [ApY],
and [YpZ] are determined by [Ap]T, the state of the
system is now fully specified.

The effect of phosphatase localization
within the canonical chemotaxis model
In Ref. [1], dose response curves were measured for
the binding of Yp to Z as a function of the extracel-
lular concentration of the ligand (L) serine, both for
CheR+CheB+ and CheR−CheB− cells. In what follows,
we focus exclusively on CheR+CheB+ cells. The con-
centration of the YpZ complex was measured in [1] via
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET). Fig-
ure 5c of Ref. [1] shows that there is a large difference
between the dose response curves of wild-type cells as
compared to those of CheZ mutant cells, which contain
a non-localizing version of the phosphatase CheZ. In the
following, we will verify whether the canonical chemo-
taxis model can explain the experimentally measured dif-
ference in the response of wild-type cells and CheZ mu-
tant cells [1]. We show in the main text (Fig. 2) that
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FIG. 3: Mapping of the canonical E. coli chemotaxis net-
work (Equations 1-3 of main text) onto a push-pull net-
work (Equations 1-2). The black line corresponds to the
rate of CheAp production as given by the right-hand side
of Eq. 14, while the red lines correspond to the “decay”
rate of CheAp as given by the left-hand side of Eq. 14;
each red line corresponds to a different value of βk0: from
left to right, βk0 = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 s−1. The intersection of
the black and red lines yield [Ap]T in steady state. Please
note that since the rate of CheAp deactivation (black line)
initially increases rapidly with [Ap]T, [A] as a function of
βk0 is essentially constant and given by [A] ≈ [A]T for low
values of βk0, as shown in panel D. If [A] ≈ [A]T, [YpZ]
increases linearly with the activity of the receptor cluster,
βk0, since in steady state βk0[A] = k6[YpZ] (see, e.g., Fig.
4). k1 = 100µM−1s−1; k3 = 750 s−1; k4 = 5 µM−1s−1;
k6 = 30 s−1; [S]T = [Y]T = 17.9 µM ; [Ed]T = [Z]T = 1.1 µM;
[A]T = 5µM.

the canonical model cannot explain this difference in re-
sponse if the only difference between wild-type cells and
CheZ mutant cells is the spatial distribution of CheZ.
We now address the question whether allowing also one
of the other parameters (rate constants, concentrations)
to be different between wild-type and CheZ mutant cells
does make it possible to fit the data of Vaknin and Berg
[1]. In practice, we try to fit the dose response curve
of FRET vs. [serine] for both wild-type and CheZ mu-
tant cells simultaneously, by varying the parameters for
the mutant bacterium, while keeping the parameters for
the wild-type bacterium fixed. The dose response curves
of FRET vs. [serine] are obtained by combining the re-
sponse of [YpZ] to the receptor-cluster activity βk0 and
the response of βk0 to the concentration of added ligand,
as discussed in more detail below.

Figures 4-7 show the effect of individually varying the
rate constants k1, k3, k4 and k6 of the canonical model
of the intracellular chemotaxis network (Equations 1-3
of the main text). For every parameter set we show the
response of: A) [Yp] as a function of the receptor-cluster
activity βk0; B) [YpZ] as a function of βk0; C) [A] as
a function of βk0; D) the FRET signal as a function
of added ligand (serine). Every plot shows the result
for the wild-type cell with colocalized CheA and CheZ
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FIG. 4: Effect of varying k1 on the response of the canonical
chemotaxis model (Equations 1-3 of the main text). The thick
black line corresponds to the predicted response of wild-type
cells, the parameters of which are kept constant (except βk0);
the other thick lines correspond to predicted response curves
of CheZ mutant cells, where each line corresponds to a differ-
ent value of k1. Shown are the response of [Yp] (A), [YpZ] (B),
[A] (C) to changes in the activity of the receptor cluster βk0

and the FRET signal as a function of serine concentration (D).
By construction (see text), the predicted FRET response of
the wild-type cells (thick black line) coincides with the mea-
sured response [1] (thin black line). Please also note that
for lower CheA-CheYp association rates (k1 = 105M−1s−1,
magenta line) in CheZ mutant cells, the predicted FRET re-
sponse shifts in the direction of the one measured for CheZ
mutant cells (thin red line) [1]. The baseline parameters
are k1 = 108 M−1s−1, k3 = 750 s−1, k4 = 5 · 106 M−1s−1,
k5 = 0.5 s−1, k6 = 30 s−1, [Z]T = 1.1µM, [A]T = 5µM and
[Y]T = 17.9µM ([2]) and D = 5 µm2s−1.

and with the baseline parameter set (black line), together
with the response curves of mutant cells with diffusive
CheZ, where each curve corresponds to a different value
of the rate constant that is varied. The calculations were
repeated for different concentrations [A]T and [Y]T with
similar results (data not shown).

Figures 4C-7C show [A] as a function of βk0. It is
seen that for low values of βk0, [A] is essentially con-
stant, and given by [A] ≈ [A]T. This is an impor-
tant observation. In steady state, βk0[A] = k6[YpZ]
for the canonical model of the intracellular chemotaxis
network. Hence, when [A] is constant, [YpZ] varies lin-
early with βk0. Since the FRET signal is proportional
to [YpZ], also the FRET signal varies linearly with βk0,
when [A] is constant. If the FRET signal is propor-
tional to βk0, then the renormalized FRET response is
fully determined by the activity of the receptor cluster:
FRET([L])/FRET([L] = 0) = βk0([L])/βk0([L] = 0); it
no longer depends upon parameters of the intracellular
network. The observation of [A] ≈ [A]T is thus impor-
tant, because a) it would justify the commonly made
assumption that the renormalized FRET response re-
flects the activity of the receptor cluster; b) it would
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mean that the canonical model cannot explain the dif-
ference in FRET response between wild-type cells and
CheZ mutant cells, since the spatial distribution of CheZ
is assumed to only affect the response of the intracellular
network and not that of the receptor cluster.

Figure 4C shows that over the concentration range of
interest (corresponding to βk0 < βkns

0 ≈ 3s−1), [A] ≈
[A]T is fairly constant in wild-type cells and CheZ mu-
tant cells with the baseline parameter set. This would
justify the assumption that the renormalized FRET re-
sponse is a useful measure for the activity of the receptor
cluster. However, by the same token, it also means that
the canonical model cannot explain the experiments by
Vaknin and Berg [1].

Figures 4A–7A and 4B–7B show the response of [Yp]
and [YpZ] as a function of βk0. There exists a simple re-
lation between the curves [YpZ](βk0) and [Yp](βk0). In
steady state, [Yp][Z] = KMZ[YpZ], where KMZ = (k5 +
k6)/k4. Since, [Z] = [Z]T − [YpZ], [Yp] can be expressed
in terms of [YpZ] as [Yp] = KMZ[YpZ]/([Z]T − [YpZ]).
This relation immediately gives the functional form of
[Yp](βk0) when [YpZ] depends linearly on βk0.

We now address the question why [A] as a function of
βk0 is initially constant, and then suddenly decreases.
To this end, we will exploit the mapping between the
E. coli chemotaxis network and the canonical push-pull
network, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In steady state, Equa-
tion 13 and Equation 14 hold. Figure 3C shows the
rate of CheAp production and CheAp deactivation, cor-
responding to the left-hand side (lhs) and right-hand
side (rhs) of Equation 14, respectively, as a function of
[Ap]T. The rate of CheAp deactivation (rhs) is given by
k1[Ap]([Ap]T)[Y]([Ap]T). As shown in Fig. 3B, for the
E. coli network [Ap] ≈ [Ap]T. Hence, the slope of the
rhs is given by k1[Y]([Ap]T). Fig. 3A shows the concen-
tration of CheY as a function of the total CheAp con-
centration, i.e. [Y]([Ap]T). It is seen that [Y] is high for
low values of [Ap]T; this explains the large initial slope
of k1[Ap][Y] as a function of [Ap]T in Fig. 3C. Figure
3A also shows that as [Ap]T is increased, [Y] decreases
strongly. This explains the strong drop in the slope of
k1[Ap][Y] (rhs) as [Ap]T is increased. Because k1[Ap][Y]
(rhs Eq. 14) initially rises rapidly with [Ap]T and then
levels off abruptly, the intersection with the curve βk0[A]
(lhs Eq. 13), which determines the steady state, initially
occurs for very low values of [Ap]T as βk0 is increased
from zero. Only when the activity of the receptor cluster,
βk0, is such that the total CheAp concentration becomes
large enough to decrease [Y], does [Ap] increase and [A]
decrease, as shown in Fig. 3D. Put differently, initially
the CheAp molecules that are produced, immediately re-
act with CheY molecules to yield CheA molecules again.
This keeps the concentration of CheAp low. However, in
this process, the concentration of CheY does decrease,
and this reduces the rate at which CheAp molecules are
dephosphorylated. At some point, [Y], and hence the
rate of CheAp dephosphorylation, has decreased so much,
that the concentration of CheAp will rapidly rise.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the results for a symmetric push-
pull network in the zero-order and first-order regime, re-
spectively. For the zero-order network, it is seen that
[A](βk0) has two distinct regimes. The first corresponds
to the regime in which the phosphatase activity is larger
than the kinase activity, and [Y] is large (Fig. 1A); note
that since the network is zero-order, also the concen-
tration of [A] is low (Fig. 1B). Because [Y] is high in
this regime, the initial slope of k1[Ap][Y] as a function of
[Ap]T is large (Fig. 1C). The second regime corresponds
to the one in which the kinase activity exceeds the phos-
phatase activity; [Yp] is large and [Y] is low; because [Y]
is now very low, the slope is essentially reduced to zero
(Fig. 1C). The situation differs markedly for a push-
pull network in the linear regime. In this regime, the
concentration of [Y] changes gradually as a function of
[Ap]T (Fig. 2A) and this leads to a gradual change in the
slope of k1[Ap][Y] as a function of [Ap]T (Fig. 2C). This
gradual change in the slope manifests itself as a gradual
change in [A](βk0) (Fig. 2D).

We are now in a position to understand how the re-
sponse curves change as the rate constants are varied.
As k1 is decreased, the push-pull network becomes more
linear, as a result of which the concentration of [Yp] de-
creases more gradually as [Ap]T increases. Moreover, as
k1 is decreased, the rate at which CheAp molecules are
dephosphorylated decreases. These two effects combine
to yield a more gradual change in the rate of CheAp de-
activation (the rhs of Eq. 14) as a function of [Ap]T; as
seen for the symmetric push-pull network in the linear
regime (Fig. 2C), such a gradual change in k1[Ap][Y] as
a function of [Ap]T, means that [A] starts to decrease
at lower values of βk0 and then does so more gradually
(see Fig. 4). When k3 is decreased, the network enters
the zero-order regime more deeply, and the response be-
comes similar to that of the symmetric push-pull network
in the zero-order regime (compare Figs. 1 and 5). When
k4 is decreased, [Y] decreases at lower values of [Ap]T
and does so more gradually, since the network becomes
more linear; consequently, [A] starts to decrease at lower
values of βk0 (Fig. 6C). Lastly, when k6 is decreased,
[Y] decreases more sharply for lower values of [Ap]T. As
a result, [A](βk0) starts to decrease at lower values of
βk0 and then does so more strongly (Fig. 7C). Please
note that in all cases, when [A] is no longer constant and
equal to [A]T, [YpZ](βk0) is no longer a straight line, but
becomes a concave function (Figs. 4B–7B). As discussed
in the main text, such a concave function for CheZ mu-
tant cells over the concentration range of interest, could
make it possible to simultaneously fit the measured dose-
response curves for wild-type and CheZ mutant cells [1].

To show the degree of agreement with experiment that
can be obtained, we present in Figures 4D–7D the pre-
dictions of the canonical model for the FRET signal as a
function of ligand concentration for both wild-type and
CheZ mutant cells. These curves are obtained as follows.
First, we note that [YpZ]([L]) is given by [YpZ](βk0([L])).
For wild-type cells, [YpZ] is linear in βk0, which means
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FIG. 5: Effect of k3 on the response of the canonical chemo-
taxis model (Equations 1-3 of the main text). Shown are the
response of [Yp] (A), [YpZ] (B), [A] (C) to changes in the
activity of the receptor cluster βk0 and the FRET signal as a
function of serine concentration (D). The baseline parameters
are given in Fig. 4.

that apart from a proportionality factor, βk0([L]) is given
by [YpZ]([L]). The latter is obtained up to a scaling
factor by the FRET data in Fig. 5c of [1], which can
be fitted to a Hill function. Hence, βk0([L]) can be
described by a Hill function βk0([L]) = C1

1+([L]/KD)nH ,
where KD and nH can directly be obtained from the fit
to the FRET data. The constant C1 is given by the
value of βk0 at zero ligand concentration, i.e. in the
non-stimulated state: C1 = βkns

0 ; we chose the constant
such that [Yp](βkns

0 ) ≈ 3µM, which is in the middle of
the working range of the motor. Note that, by construc-
tion, the FRET response of wild-type cells, as predicted
by the canonical model, agrees with that observed ex-
perimentally. The FRET curves for the CheZ mutant
cells can now be obtained by combining the computed
[YpZ](βk0) for these cells with βk0([L]), which is assumed
to be the same for both wild-type cells and CheZ mutant
cells; thus, not only KD and nH are the same, but also
βkns

0 and hence C1; as discussed in the main text, this
relies on the assumption that there is no feedback from
CheY to the activity of the receptor cluster, which could
affect the value of βk0 in the non-stimulated state.

The results of this procedure are shown in Figs. 4D-
7D. For the wild-type cell, the predicted dose-response
curve indeed coincides with the experimental curve as
measured in [1], while for the mutant cells the predicted
response curves typically deviate from those measured
experimentally. A good simultaneous fit to the dose-
response curves of the wild-type and CheZ mutant cells
can be obtained by assuming a lower value of the catalyic
rate k6 for the CheZ mutant cells (see Fig. 7D). Both
the lower sensitivity for the mutant cells as well as the
increased sharpness of the dose resonse curve are repro-
duced if the catalytic activity of CheZ, k6, is approxi-
mately ten times lower for the mutant cells than for the
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FIG. 6: Effect of k4 on the response of the canonical chemo-
taxis model (Equations 1-3 of the main text). Shown are
[Yp] (A), [YpZ] (B), [A] (C) as a function of βk0, and
the FRET signal as a function of serine concentration (D).
Please note that for a lower CheZ-CheYp association rate
(k4 = 105 M−1s−1, blue line) in CheZ mutant cells, the pre-
dicted FRET response of CheZ mutant cells agrees fairly well
with the experimentally measured one (thin red line) [1]. The
baseline parameters are given in Fig. 4.

wild-type cells.
Although the fit to the dose response curves is good, it

can also be seen from Figs. 7A and 7B that the concentra-
tion of CheYp and the concentration of CheYpCheZ are
at their maximum values for the mutant cells when they
are in their non-stimulated state, i.e. when βk0 ≈ βkns

0 .
If the level of [Yp] is at its maximum level, it is im-
possible for the mutant cells to respond to repellents.
Furthermore, since [Yp] is constant as a function of βk0

around the non-stimulated state, βk0 must be lowered
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FIG. 7: Effect of changing k6 on the response of the canonical
chemotaxis model (Equations 1-3 of main text). Shown are:
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(D). Please note that for a lower phosphatase activity in CheZ
mutant cells (k6 = 3 s−1, blue line), the predicted FRET
response agrees quite well with that measured experimentally
(thin red line) [1]. The baseline parameters are given in Fig. 4.
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by a large amount upon the addition of attractant before
the mutant cells can respond. Chemotaxis thus seems
impossible for the mutant cells. However, it is known
that bacteria with a non-localizing phosphatase are able
to chemotax towards attractants, although less efficiently
than wild-type bacteria [6]. Hence, while a lower cat-
alytic activity of diffusive CheZ with respect to localized
CheZ can explain the experimentally observed change in
the dose-response curve [1], it seems inconsistent with the
observation that the mutants are still able to chemotax.

A similar behaviour is seen in Fig. 6 for a ten times

lower value of the association rate k4 of CheYp to CheZ:
although the dose response curves for wild-type and
mutant bacteria can be simultaneously fitted, the mutant
cells would adapt to the maximum values of both CheYp

and CheYpCheZ. Furthermore, [YpZ] is much lower for
the mutant cell than for the wild-type cell as can be
seen from Fig. 6B, in contrast with the observations in
[1]. We therefore argue that the canonical model of the
intracellular chemotaxis network needs to be refined.
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